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What is SWIFT gpi?

SWIFT gpi enables banks to provide end-to-end payments tracking for their customers.
SWIFT have already introduced the mandatory use of gpi information in certain FIN
message types (MT103, MT103STP, MT103REMIT, MT202, MT205, MT202COV, and
MT205COV) as well as the MX message sets that will replace them by 2025. SWIFT gpi
messages contain a Unique End to End Transaction Reference or UETR used for
tracking. This UETR should be quoted on related messages in a payment chain.

SWIFT gpi – current guidelines

When a bank acts as an intermediary in a payment chain the UETR of an inward
payment should be transposed to the outward payment. New payments should have a
UETR created in their core systems that can be subsequently used as a search value.
SWIFT are now actively encouraging the use of Universal Confirmations to update the
status of a payment.

What is a Universal Confirmation?

SWIFT has developed a Tracker database ‘in the cloud’ securely hosted by SWIFT,
designed to give end-to-end visibility about the status of a payment transaction from the
moment it is sent until the moment it is confirmed.
The Tracker updates the status of a payment using a number of different options. The
update may be keyed manually by logging on to the Tracker, it can also use the SWIFT
network to receive FIN and MX tracker messages.

There are also options to use an end of day csv file or direct API calls. The updates to
the Tracker are known as Universal Confirmations. SWIFT banks can log into the
Tracker to instantly check the status of their payments and the SWIFT network will also
send tracker status update messages to gpi member bank’s to enhance their service
offering. The Tracker can be used to stop payments instantly which notifies every bank
in the gpi payments chain and, if funds are already credited, the instructed bank
receives an immediate recall of funds instruction. The ability to monitor the progress of
payments can also improve liquidity management.

SWIFT SR2020 – mandatory requirements
After the SWIFT Standards Release in November 2020 (SR2020), all SWIFT users will
be required to provide a status update to the Tracker for their SWIFT customer
payments, and as of June 2021 SWIFT will highlight those banks who are not
complying. To accommodate this, a bank may need to consider the following:

1. Installing automation that maintains UETR’s on outward MT or MX settlement
messages, together with the automatic creation of Universal Confirmations that include:
• Confirmations of credit status (Funds applied)
• Pending payment status - Awaiting documents or funds
- Delayed (e.g. AML/Sanctions screening)
• Payment clearing outside of SWIFT (e.g. local clearing)
• Rejected Payment status

2. How to handle scenarios such as 3rd party sanctions screening and AML solutions
that do not respond with the status of pending items because a bank will have an
obligation to provide a Universal Confirmation within a fixed period (48 hours).

e2gen – a centralised messaging solution
e2gen is a highly scalable messaging hub that is capable of automating high volumes

of messages (payments or otherwise) from any electronic services. At Aqua Global, our

e2gen customers can maximise the use of the SWIFT gpi/Universal Confirmations

directive through our processing. This will enable a smooth and cost effective transition
to SWIFT gpi/Universal Confirmations without the need for expensive and
time-consuming core system upgrades.

Apart from numerous other value added benefits, e2gen has been ISO 20022
compliant for many years and it will enable a seamless transition of your SWIFT
processing from MT to MX.
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